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Abstract: The Fano鄄like resonance in symmetric planar metamaterials comprised of complimentary split ring resona鄄
tors (CSRRs) is investigated by calculations from modal expansion method and transmission measurements. The
Fano鄄like resonance is observed for one polarization with electric field component parallel to the mirror line of the
structure, while only the broad dipole response can be found for the cross鄄polarization. Numerical simulations of field
distributions reveal that the sharp response arises from the excitation of subradiant mode with nearly zero net dipole
moment and poorly coupled with free space photons. The fast roll鄄off characteristic of Fano鄄like resonances is favora鄄
ble for filtering and sensing applications.
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对称平面特异材料中的类 Fano 谐振

曹摇 扬*

(同济大学 物理系, 上海摇 200092)

摘要: 从理论和实验上研究了一种具有 C3 对称性的平面特异材料中的类 Fano 谐振模式。 该平面特异材料

由互补劈裂开口环谐振器(CSRRs)周期排列而成,每个原胞包含 3 个缝隙,具有三度旋转对称性。 当水平偏

振的电磁波入射到该结构时,具有高品质因子的类 Fano 谐振模式可以被激励,透过率频谱上表现为尖锐的谐

振峰。 该类 Fano 谐振由单元内 3 个 CSRR 局域模式的平面内耦合形成的对称态和反对称态耦合产生,在传

感器、滤波器方面有广阔的应用前景。
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1摇 Introduction
Planar metamaterials, a class of thin slab struc鄄

tures periodically patterned with subwavelength me鄄
tallic resonators, have provided a platform for ob鄄
serving various novel phenomena, ranging from ex鄄

traordinary optical transmission[1], artificial magnet鄄
ic atoms, to asymmetric transmission[2鄄5] and nega鄄
tive refraction[6鄄7] . Metamaterials are renowned for
the ability to exhibit desired electromagnetic re鄄
sponse in almost any frequency regime, which is not
accessible for naturally materials. The planar design
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largely simplifies fabrication and composition of
metamaterials, and simulates developments and ap鄄
plications in extensive fields.

Fano resonances were originally introduced in
atomic physics, arise from the constructive and de鄄
structive interference of a discrete state with a con鄄
tinuum state. They are characterized by a distinct
asymmetric lineshape with a pronounced minimum
associated with a peak in the spectra[8] . Recently,
the classical analogs of Fano resonances were repor鄄
ted in abundant plasmonic nanostructures and meta鄄
materials[9鄄15] , and have potential applications in fil鄄
tering, sensing, and spasing[16] .

The earliest Fano鄄like resonances in metamate鄄
rials are observed in a planar system with broken
symmetry[17] . When excited by the electric field
perpendicular to the mirror line of the asymmetric
split ring resonators (SRRs), antiphase currents in
two uneven arcs are established in a narrow frequen鄄
cy range, giving rise to a Fano鄄type characteristic in
the reflection spectra. In plasmonic nanostructures,
a family of closely arranged nanoparticles can exhibit
Fano鄄like resonances without symmetry break鄄
ing[18鄄20] . The bonding / antibonding mode in the
nanoparticle clusters provides the super鄄radiant / sub鄄
radiant mode interacting to induce the highly disper鄄
sive response. As identical particles are used, the
Fano鄄like resonances is derived only because of the
symmetry of the structure. However, the nanostruc鄄
tures suffer from fabrication difficulties which require
accurate control of the size, shape and arrangement
of particles.

In this paper, we investigate the Fano鄄like res鄄
onances in complimentary split ring resonators (CS鄄
RRs) with C3 rotational symmetry analogous to nano鄄
particle trimers. The CSRR is a negative structure of
SRR, which replaces the metallic split rings with
split ring slits etched in metal plate. The sharp reso鄄
nant response is observed for the polarization with
electric field component parallel to the mirror line of
the structure, due to the nearly zero net dipole mo鄄
ment induced in the CSRR trimer. The proposed
model system is fabricated by printed circuit boards
and demonstrated in microwave regime. The findings

are also valid in higher frequencies, and will have
great potential in filtering and sensing applications.

2摇 Model and Analysis Method
Fig. 1 presents the schematic of our planar

metamaterial. The metallic layer with a thickness of
t = 0. 035 mm is perforated with CSRR apertures in
square lattice. The lattice constant is p = 10 mm.
Each CSRR unit is made by etching three identical
split ring slits through the metal film as illustrated in
the enlarged schematic in Fig. 1. Inner and outer ra鄄
dii of CSRRs are r = 3. 8 mm and R = 4. 8 mm,re鄄
spectively. The metallic strips separating the three
split ring slits have a narrow width of g = 0. 2 mm.
The dielectric substrate has a thickness of h = 1. 575
mm and a dielectric constant of 着r = 2. 65.
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Fig. 1摇 (a) Schematic of the planar metamaterial consisting
of CSRR aperture arrays and dielectric substrate. The
dashed box indicates a unit cell formed by three split
ring slits, which is enlarged to show detail. (b) The
top view of the sample fabricated by a print current
board.

With the assumption of perfect electric conduc鄄
tors ( PECs) for metals in our model system, the
transmission and reflection from the sample can be
obtained by employing modal expansion method
(MEM) [21鄄22] . The system can be divided into four
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regions, from top to bottom, region I( z > h + t) for
the incident free space, region 域 ( h < z < h + t)
containing the metallic layer, region 芋 (0 < z < h)
consisting of dielectric substrate, region 郁( z < 0)
for the outgoing free space. It is worth noting that
the electromagnetic fields in region 域 cannot pene鄄
trate into the PEC walls in microwave regime, so
that they only exist in the air holes and can be de鄄
composed with a series of guided modes. We note
that, owing to the in鄄plane mode orthogonality, only
the TEp,q guided modes can be excited by the plane
wave incidence, where the integer pair (p,q) in the
subscript denotes a certain mode number, i. e. the
(p,q) th order of the guided mode. As higher order
guided modes decay rapidly, and have little contri鄄
bution to transmission from the sample, only the
lowest TE31 modes are considered in our calculation
according to the structure symmetry. And the TE31

modes in each split ring slit are excited independent鄄
ly with no phase correlation with each other. As
such we can write the electric field inside the aper鄄
tures as the superposition of all the forward and
backward TE31 modes:

E域 = 移
3

l = 1
(ale - i茁z - blei茁z)gl(x,y), (1)

where l = 1,2,3 is the number of the three split ring
slits in one unit cell. al and bl are the coefficients of
forward and backward guided waves, 茁 is the wav鄄

evector component along z axis with 茁 = k2
0 - T2

31

and T31 being its corresponding in鄄plane wavevector
component. k0 is the wavevector in vacuum. T31 is
the first root of eigen function in the waveguide.
gl(x,y) is the (3,1) th in鄄plane mode function of
metallic apertures.

The electromagnetic fields in the incident side
(region 玉), the substrate (region 芋) and the out鄄
going side (region 郁) of the sample can be expand鄄
ed with the superposition of Bloch waves:

E玉 = 移
+¥

m = -¥

移
+¥

n = -¥

移
s = 0,1

Is啄m,ne - ikzm,nz + rm,n,seikzm,n( )z ·

Pm,n,s(x,y)e鄄i(k椅+Gm,n)·r椅, (2)

E芋 = 移
+¥

m = 鄄¥
移
+¥

n = 鄄¥
移
s =0,1

[(cm,n,se鄄ik忆zm,nz + dm,n,seik忆zm,nz)·

Qm,n,s(x,y)e鄄i(k椅+Gm,n)·r椅], (3)

E郁 = 移
+¥

m = -¥

移
+¥

n = 鄄¥
移
s = 0,1

tm,n,sPm,n,s(x,y)·

e鄄i(k椅+Gm,n)·r椅e -ikzm,nz, (4)
where Pm,n,s( x, y) and Qm,n,s ( x, y) are the unit
vectors of electric fields at local point ( x,y,z) for
the x鄄polarized ( s = 0) and y鄄polarized ( s = 1)
plane waves. kzm,n

and k忆zm,n
are the z components of

the wavevector in free space and dielectric substrate.
Is and k椅 are the coefficient and the in鄄plane wavevec鄄

tor of incident plane wave with kz0,0 = k20鄄 k椅
2 .

cm,n,s and dm,n,s are the coefficients of forward and
backward plane waves in the substrate. rm,n,s and
tm,n,s are the coefficients of the (m,n) th reflected
and transmitted Bloch waves. Gm,n = mb1 + nb2 is
the Bloch wavevector of square lattice. By applying
the boundary continuum conditions, at the air / die鄄
lectric interface ( z = 0) , the metal / dielectric inter鄄
face ( z = h)and the metal / air interface ( z = h + t),
for the tangential components of electromagnetic
fields, we derive the coefficients of the forward and
backward guided waves within the structured layer,
and those of the reflected and transmitted Bloch
waves in free space.

3摇 Results and Discussion
We fabricate the sample by a printed circuit

board as shown in Fig. 1(b). The lateral size of the
sample is 300 mm 伊 300 mm. The transmission ex鄄
periments are performed in microwave chamber with
two pairs of directive horn antennas which are work鄄
ing at 8. 2 ~ 12. 4 GHz and 12. 4 ~ 18. 2 GHz re鄄
spectively, fully covering the frequency range of in鄄
terest. The two antennas are precisely aligned to
measure the transmission under normal incidence.
Our sample is placed in the middle between the horn
emitter and the horn receiver.

In calculations and experiments, the plan wave
incidence is propagating along negative z direction.
Normal incidences with two orthogonal polarizations
are theoretically calculated with MEM and measured
in the microwave chamber, as shown in Fig. 2 ( a)
and 2(c). We can see that the experimental meas鄄
urements (circular dots) are in excellent agreement
with theoretical predictions ( solid lines). For y鄄
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polarized (E椅 êy) incidence, a broad dipole reso鄄
nance at f = 13 GHz occurs in the spectrum
(Fig. 2(a)). Under this polarization, the local
resonances of the left split ring slit ( l = 2) in the
unit cells cannot be excited due to the mode orthogo鄄
nality. We also calculate the transmission spectrum
of the CSRR arrays with only the right two split ring
slits ( l = 1,3) in a unit cell as shown in Fig. 2(b).
It is noted that the transmission spectrum with and
without the left split ring slit ( l = 2) are identical.
For x鄄polarized ( E椅 êx ) incidence, a Fano鄄like

resonance at f = 10. 5 GHz is observed beside a
broad transmission peak centered at f = 12 GHz
(Fig. 2(c)) . For this polarization, all these three
slits are excited by the x component of the incident
wave. Transmission spectrum of the CSRR arrays
with only the left slit or with only the right two slits
are calculated and presented in Fig. 2(d) . Further
investigations will reveal that the Fano鄄like reso鄄
nance is derived from the subradiant mode in CS鄄
RRs and can be explained by structure symmetry.

For better understanding of the physics of the
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Fig. 2摇 Calculated (solid lines) and measured (circular dots) transmission under normal incidence with (a) and (b)y鄄polarized
incidence, (c) and (d)x鄄polarized incidence. The sample and polarization are illustrated in insets accordingly.

Fano鄄like resonance, we calculate the field distribu鄄
tions on resonance by finite鄄difference鄄in鄄time鄄
domain ( FDTD) simulations as shown in Fig. 3.
The electric field distributions in xy plane are pres鄄
ented by arrows, where the direction and length of
an arrow denote the corresponding vector direction
and amplitude of electric field at a local point. As
the electric fields confined in the split ring slits are
perpendicular to the slit edge and pointing to the
center, each slit can be roughly regarded as an elec鄄
tric dipole. Under x鄄polarized incidence, all these
three slits are excited with the x component of elec鄄
tric field. Owing to the structure symmetry, the

dipole moment of the left split ring slit ( l = 2) is al鄄
most equal in magnitude with that of the right two
slits ( l = 1,3),but oscillating in phase for the bond鄄
ing mode (Fig. 3(a)) and out of phase for the anti鄄
bonding mode (Fig. 3(b)). Thus the bonding mode
exhibits a dipole response to the incident polarization
and suffers from strong radiation loss. It shows up as
a broad peak in the spectrum at f = 12 GHz. Howev鄄
er, the antibonding mode possesses a nearly zero net
dipole moment and behaves as a subradiant mode
which induces a sharp Fano鄄like resonance at f =
10. 5 GHz in the super鄄radiant continuum of the
bonding mode. On the contrary, under y鄄polarized
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incidence, the left slit can be hardly excited, as the
electric field must be perpendicular to the long edge

（a） （b）

f=12.0 GHz f=10.5 GHz

E E

E

f=13.0 GHz

（c）

Fig. 3摇 Calculated electric field distributions in xy plane for
(a) x鄄polarized incidence at f = 12. 0 GHz, ( b) x鄄
polarized incidence at f = 10. 5 GHz, and ( c) y鄄
polarized incidence at f = 13. 0 GHz.

of the slit (Fig. 3(c)). Therefore the mode cou鄄
pling and hybridization are absent, and only the
broad dipole resonance is left in the spectrum at f =
13 GHz.

4摇 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have theoretically and exper鄄
imentally investigated the Fano鄄like resonance in
planar metamaterials comprised of CSRRs which is
an analog of nanoparticle trimers in plasmonics. The
Fano鄄like response is observed for one polarization
which is parallel to the mirror line of the trimer,
while only the broad dipole response can be found
for the cross鄄polarization. The underlying physics is
revealed by the field distributions, which should be
attributed to the structure symmetry and the nearly
zero net dipole moment for the Fano鄄like resonance.
The sharp response in spectrum is verified in micro鄄
wave regime, but is also valid for THz, infrared and
even in optical frequencies, and will have great po鄄
tential in filtering and sensing applications.
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